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Dear stakeholder,
RE: INQUIRY INTO THE REGULATION OF ROAMING FEES IN NSW
Tolls have been used to fund the development and operation of NSW’s roads from the earliest days of
the colony.
The past 30 years have seen rapid advances in technology that have moved us from direct cash toll
payment at booths to modern ‘free flow’ account-based electronic tolling.
This has seen changes in the toll road sector, including the emergence of a new type of company – a
‘toll retailer’.
Toll retailers manage the financial transaction between motorway companies and motorists –
providing customer account management and billing services to motorists and collecting and remitting
tolls to motorway companies.
The toll road industry self-regulated from the early 2000s to allow full interoperability – meaning that a
motorist can use a single account or ‘tag’ to access any segment of any motorway.
Under this model the costs incurred and prices charged by toll retailers to motorway companies have
not been price monitored or regulated by the NSW Government, but have been commercially agreed.
This independent inquiry has been appointed to review existing arrangements in relation to toll roads
and to advise the NSW Minister for Transport & Roads about how to best regulate roaming fees in
NSW.
We look forward to receiving your views on the major issues that should be considered in the final
report to the NSW Government.

Yours sincerely

Brendan Lyon
Inquiry Chair
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Invitation for submissions
Submissions can be made to roamingfeesreview@transport.nsw.gov.au by 11 October 2019.

Glossary of key terms
Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)

The “Memorandum of Understanding: Electronic Toll Collection”
is an agreement between toll road owners which establishes
the basis for interoperability (roaming) between toll retailers.

Motorist

The owner of a vehicle (may either be a private individual or an
organisation) that drives on a toll road.

Motorway company

A company that has a concession agreement with the NSW
Government to operate a defined section of motorway and levy
a toll.

MOU Group

An unincorporated group that has all motorway companies as
members and all toll retailers as associate members.

Pass

A video tolling account arrangement for paying tolls that is
linked to the licence plate number of the vehicle, which can be
used on all toll roads.

Price control mechanism

A process or approach to establishing what price can be
charged for a product or service over time.

Roaming agreement

A document that defines the terms and conditions that the road
owner and the toll retailer will comply with for the roaming fee.

Roaming fee

A fee charged to a motorway company by a retailer for
processing a toll from a motorist.

Toll retailer

A party that provides services relating to the levying of tolls.

Transfer price

Where a toll retailer is vertically integrated with the underlying
motorway, the related retailer debits a transaction fee, referred
to in this document as the transfer price.

Vertical integration

For the purposes of this Issues Paper, vertical integration refers
to common or shared ownership between a toll retailer and a
motorway company.
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Introduction

Background to the inquiry
About this inquiry
In 2018, the NSW Government adopted the Roads Amendment (Toll Services) Regulation 2018,
providing new powers for the Minister for Transport & Roads (Minister) to either:
1. Set a maximum roaming fee that may be charged by toll retailers; or
2. Determine an appropriate mechanism to regulate roaming fees.
This regulation responded to investor concerns over the contingent risk that a future toll retailer might
unreasonably increase roaming fee charges.
This independent public inquiry has been appointed to advise the Minister on the best mechanism to
regulate roaming fees under this new regulation.

Sydney’s motorways: ‘motorway companies’, ‘toll retailers’ and ‘roaming fees’
Sydney’s motorway network extends across some 160 kilometres and includes nine tolled sections.
All bar one are privately owned.
Each tolled section is owned by a dedicated ‘motorway company’, which is owned by a mix of
private equity investors, who hold shares in the company. The Sydney Harbour Bridge is currently the
only publicly owned tolled road, but the Sydney Harbour Tunnel reverts to public ownership in 2023. A
further five tolled motorways are planned in the near term.
Historically, road tolls were collected directly at the point of use by motorway companies, through
cash tolling booths.
Technology advances over the past 30 years have seen motorway companies adopt modern ‘free
flow’ electronic tolling, using radio-frequency identification (RFID) ‘tags’ or ‘toll pass’ products. This
avoids the need for motorists to stop to pay their toll and has improved the overall motorway and road
network performance. It is also much more convenient for motorists themselves.
Initially, each new motorway company issued its own tag. As new motorways were developed,
‘roaming agreements’ were arranged between motorway companies, allowing customers to have a
single tolling account, rather than needing separate ‘tags’ for each motorway they might use.
These roaming agreements have been established under the MoU on electronic tolling. Each
Australian motorway company is a signatory to the MoU and each toll retailer is an associate
member.
Sydney’s motorways became fully cashless in 2013, meaning that all motorists now require electronic
tolling accounts. This has seen a new type of business develop, called a ‘toll retailer’. The primary
role of the toll retailer is to manage the financial transaction between motorway companies and
motorists – providing customer account management and billing services to motorists and collecting
and remitting tolls to motorway companies.
Each current NSW toll retailer is vertically integrated, with common ownership with one or more
motorway companies. This means that they operate on related motorways, but also bill their
customers for travel on motorways owned by other motorway companies.
There are currently three toll retailers operating on the Sydney motorway network – the largest is
owned by the NSW Government, with the other two owned by private motorway companies.
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Figure 1: Overview of payment transaction for toll road user

Toll retailers incur costs performing their role, which are largely recovered through the roaming fee.
This is deducted from within the toll paid by the motorist, meaning this roaming fee is borne by the
motorway company, not the motorist.
Where the toll retailer is vertically integrated with the related motorway company in NSW, the roaming
fee is commonly deducted in the form of an internal fee, which is referred to in this Issues Paper as a
‘transfer price’. However, this is still considered to be a roaming fee for the purposes of this inquiry.
When it is not vertically integrated, there is a pre-agreed roaming fee between the toll retailer and the
unrelated motorway company.
Based on the stakeholder consultations, the level of roaming fees appear to vary between toll retailers
and are not particularly transparent, having been established and maintained through bilateral
contracts between each toll retailer and each motorway company. The MoU binds both motorway
companies and toll retailers to minimise the transaction costs of tolling and to price roaming fees on
the basis of cost recovery.
Roaming fees have not previously been price regulated or monitored in NSW.
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The inquiry’s terms of reference
The inquiry will make recommendations to the Minister concerning:



Current roaming fees in NSW and benchmarks from other jurisdictions and other relevant
industries;



The efficient cost of providing toll retail services, based on the current costs and benchmarks;



Broader market and policy considerations including impacts on motorway companies, motorists
and other stakeholders;



Appropriate approaches to setting roaming fees including fee levels, escalation and review points;
and



Any other matters considered relevant.

This inquiry will not consider:



The basis or level of tolls charged to motorists; or



Toll notices, debt recovery and any associated administrative charges.

The terms of reference for the inquiry are attached at Appendix A.

The inquiry process
Phase One: Issues Paper and public comment
The inquiry’s first phase focused on research and initial consultations to develop this public Issues
Paper, allowing for formal submissions and comments.
The initial consultation has focused on a representative sample of direct stakeholders, including:



Motorway companies;



Motorway investors;



Toll retailers;



Potential bidders and investors in future tolled motorways in NSW; and



NSW Government transport agencies.

A summary of this initial stakeholder consultation is provided in Appendix B.

Phase Two: Draft report and public hearing
Phase Two will see a draft final report, with the intended recommendations to the Minister on the best
regulatory model for roaming fees in NSW.
The inquiry will require a public hearing, which will invite formal comments from interested parties on
the draft final report and any other relevant matters.

Phase Three: Final report to the Minister
Following the public hearing and final submissions from interested parties, the
inquiry will then issue a final report to the NSW Minister for Transport & Roads, recommending a
preferred regulatory model for roaming fees for the NSW Government’s consideration.
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Overview of analytical approach
We have developed an analytical approach that will guide our analysis and decision-making through
the inquiry process. This approach ensures we have regard to the matters specified in the terms of
reference (see Appendix A) and our inquiry principles.
Our analytical approach consists of seven steps, which are:
Step 1: Establish objectives for the inquiry and regulatory framework;
Step 2: Assess the existence and degree of any competition concerns;
Step 3: Determine efficient costs to be recovered through roaming fees;
Step 4: Analyse potential price control mechanisms;
Step 5: Consider impacts on users;
Step 6: Analyse and recommend any transitional measures and ongoing adjustments to process; and
Step 7: Reach a recommendation to the Minister about how to best regulate roaming fees.
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The structure and operation of Sydney’s tolled
motorways

Sydney road network and toll roads
Sydney has nine tolled road sections and the respective motorway companies are listed in Table 1
below.
Table 1: Sydney’s toll roads

Toll Road

Motorway Company

1

Sydney Harbour Bridge

RMS

2

Sydney Harbour Tunnel

Sydney Harbour Tunnel Company Limited

3

M5 South West Motorway

Interlink Roads Pty Ltd

4

Hills M2 Motorway

The Hills Motorway Limited

5

Eastern Distributor

Airport Motorway Limited

6

Cross City Tunnel

Transurban CCT Pty Ltd

7

WestLink M7 Motorway

WSO Co. Pty Ltd

8

Lane Cove Tunnel

LCT-MRE Pty Ltd

9

WestConnex M4 section

WCX M4 PT Pty Ltd
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Figure 2: Sydney’s Motorway Network

Source: Roads and Maritime Services
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NSW will see additional tolled motorway concessions in the near term, being:




NorthConnex;
F6 Stage One;
Western Harbour Tunnel;




Beaches Link; and
Additional sections of WestConnex.

Appendix C provides details on toll road concessions and ownership structures in NSW.

Toll retailers ‘make the world go around’
Sydney’s motorway network has been fully cashless since 2013, making toll retailers a relatively new
but wholly fundamental aspect of the network. Toll retailers are defined by the relevant NSW
Government regulation as any provider of:
“…accounts, products or related services that enable the payment of tolls…”1
Toll retailers issue motorists with an account linked to a tag or toll pass, which can be used on any
segment of Sydney’s, or Australia’s, tolled motorways.
Figure 3 shows our understanding of responsibilities across a tolling transaction.
Motorway companies provide roadside tolling infrastructure, such as gantries and cameras. Motorway
companies are also responsible for trip processing and billing, which includes calculating and
processing motorist trips on their toll road, typically using a tag or pass.
These processed trips are provided to the relevant toll retailer, who attribute these trips to motorist
accounts, charge them and remit payment to the motorway company. However, it is noted that there
is some evidence from the stakeholder consultations that the responsible party for trip processing is
actually the motorway company and that this function is sometimes undertaken by the toll retailer for a
motorway company for an additional fee.
Toll retailers incur a range of costs to provide these services, which are recovered in a number of
ways and will depend on whether there is vertical integration between the toll retailer and the
motorway company.
Where privately owned toll retailers are vertically integrated with the underlying motorway, the related
toll retailer debits the transfer price between the related entities for their services.
Where a motorist accesses an unrelated motorway, toll retailers debit a roaming fee to recover their
costs of providing interoperability and remit the balance of the toll to the relevant third party motorway
company.
These transaction fees from motorway companies provide the overwhelming majority of toll retailer
revenue, although a limited number of motorists elect to use ‘premium’ tolling products with some
direct charges (e.g. a GPS tracking account which is available on a mobile phone app for motorists).
Stakeholders in NSW appear to uniformly agree that toll roaming fees should be based on cost
recovery principles (i.e. the fees should be limited to recovering the costs of toll payment processing
services).

1 Note – NSW Regulation technically refer to “toll service providers”. This term is interchangeable with “toll retailer”.
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Figure 3: Motorway companies and toll retailers undertake different activities

Sydney’s three toll retailers
Roam’s consolidation with Linkt in 2019 sees three toll retailers that now operate across the Sydney
motorway network, which are:
1

E-Toll - owned by Roads and Maritime Services (RMS).

2

Linkt - owned by Transurban.

3

E-Way - owned by Interlink Roads (which is 50% owned by Transurban).

Figure 4 shows the relationship between each motorway company and the vertical integration
between each toll retailer and related motorway company for which it is the ‘preferred tag’ or toll
retailer.
Figure 4 also shows the share of customer accounts held by each retailer – with a little over half of
motorists holding NSW Government owned toll retail accounts and a little under half split between the
two privately owned retailers.
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Figure 4: Toll retail market share and relationship to Sydney’s motorway companies

Source: Inquiry secretariat based on information from market participants

Appendix C provides details on the above toll road concessions and ownership structures in NSW.

Toll service provider revenues
Our initial inquiries suggest that toll retailers have a narrow range of revenue sources, which include:



Transfer prices charged to vertically integrated motorway companies;



Agreed roaming fees charged to unrelated motorway companies;



Investment returns from motorist ‘tag’ deposits and positive account balances;



In some cases, additional processing fees charged to motorists for premium toll products and
services;



In some cases, additional fees paid by motorway companies for integrated trip processing by toll
retailers; and



Commission on any enforcement fees collected by others.

The MoU on electronic toll collection
The MoU on electronic toll collection is a self-regulatory framework developed by the toll road industry
over the past 20 years. It enabled the introduction of free flow, cashless tolling across Australia and
has provided a durable basis for agreement about the principles and technical parameters needed to
serve motorists, motorway companies and transport policy objectives.
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Each Australian motorway company is a signatory and member, while each toll retailer is an associate
member.
The MoU’s objectives are gathered around seamless interoperability for motorists – at the lowest cost
for motorway companies. The MoU requires the constituent motorway companies to ensure:



That tolling systems and passes are fully interoperable;



That motorists have easy access to toll retail accounts and tags and receive high levels of
customer service;



That toll retail operating costs are minimised for motorway companies who pay them; and



That motorway companies are responsible for their own costs in providing ‘on road’ technologies
to enable tolling (e.g. gantries and cameras).

The MoU requires the unanimous vote of its members to permit new tolling technologies to enter the
network and also for new toll retailers to enter the market. The MoU identifies roaming fees as a basis
to recover costs for processing payment of a toll.

Do you agree with our understanding of the structure and function of
toll transactions; and the structure and operation of Sydney’s
motorway network?
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Regulatory objectives and key issues

Until the 2018 NSW Government roaming fee regulation, roaming fees have been self-regulated by
the motorway industry. In practice the MoU principles are underpinned by bilateral agreements
between each motorway company and each toll retailer.
The MoU established core agreements, including that motorway companies are responsible for their
own costs in providing ‘on road’ infrastructure to allow tolling and that roaming fees are to be
approached under ‘cost recovery’ principles.
No stakeholders in the initial consultation identified examples of aggressive roaming fee charges
currently being applied in NSW.
Historically, roaming fees have seemingly received scant attention from transport agencies, motorway
companies or toll retailers since they were initially agreed across the first decade of the 2000s.
Stakeholders have broadly identified the need for some form of price control mechanism to remove an
area of potential uncertainty for future and established investors.
This section outlines the regulatory objectives adopted by the independent inquiry and provides a
selection of key issues where we are seeking feedback from stakeholders.

Regulatory objectives
Box 1 outlines the inquiry’s regulatory objectives, which will be used to assess potential price
regulatory models.
These objectives align with the relevant regulation 2, the inquiry terms of reference and broader NSW
Government transport objectives.
Box 1: Proposed regulatory framework objectives
The independent inquiry is seeking to develop a roaming fee regulatory framework, which:
1 Supports efficient and effective competition, considering ‘in market’ competition for
motorists; and impacts on the level of competition for future tolled road projects in NSW.
2

Is technology neutral and flexible to future market arrangements.

3

Takes into account the legitimate business interests of core stakeholders, like motorway
companies and toll retailers.

4

Is efficient and proportionate in terms of the administrative burden imposed on toll services
providers and Government over time.

5

Improves transparency around the costs and price of toll retailer services.

Do you agree with our proposed regulatory objectives?

2 Roads Amendment (Toll Services) Regulation 2018, section 3. Available at: https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/regulations/2018-220.pdf
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Key issues for comment
Could toll retailers exercise substantial market power?
Toll retailers serve two distinct customers. On the one hand, they provide motorists with services
needed to enable them to use and pay for access to any Australian toll road; and on the other hand,
they serve the motorway companies through managing customer accounts and payment. It appears
that almost all toll retailer revenue is raised from motorway companies, not motorists.
Some stakeholders have suggested that in the absence of roaming fee regulation, an incumbent toll
retailer could exercise a high degree of market power over existing or future motorway companies,
given:



The small, concentrated market of toll retailers with high customer/motorist saturation and low
switching rates;



Motorway companies who are ‘captive’ and dependent of toll retailers, given that toll retailers hold
the accounts with motorists; and



Barriers to entry for new toll retailers, including economies of scale and the terms of the MOU.3

Stakeholders identified a range of factors that serve to limit the incentive for toll retailers to exert
market power in NSW, including:



The current market structure of vertical integration between motorway companies and toll retailers
provides mutual exposure to unreasonable roaming fee pricing;



Until a new roaming fee is agreed between a toll retailer and a motorway company the existing
agreement continues to hold (i.e. a motorway company has the option to continue the status quo);
and



The MoU Group could terminate the recognition of a toll retailer.

In practice, the de-recognition of a toll retailer would likely be a ‘nuclear’ option, disadvantaging the
motorway company and the toll retailer – while also disadvantaging motorists.
Stakeholder evidence suggests there have been no examples of retailers exercising market power
through aggressive pricing of roaming fees in NSW – but it is legitimate to consider whether toll
retailers may hold substantial market power now or in the future.

What degree of market power could be exercised by a toll retailer?
What would be an appropriate regulatory response?
‘In market’ competition for motorists
Consultations suggest that motorist switching rates between toll retailers in NSW is very low – even
where active competition between retailers, including financial incentives for motorists, has occurred.
Stakeholders also suggest that the potential benefits to motorists from ‘in market’ competition are
likely to be low, given that few motorists pay any direct fee or have regular interactions with their toll
retail company. However, it is noted that increased competition can foster an innovative environment
which could benefit motorists through new products or technologies for road tolling.

3 Some stakeholders have also suggested that the current market structure, including the MOU which covers the requirement for interoperability and the
obligation to commercially negotiate roaming fees but does not include specifics relating to the level of service, provides limited incentives for retailers to
improve the quality of service provided to motorway companies. This is despite the services being provided by retailers being important to the reputation of
the toll road industry more generally given the retailer provides the primary customer interface between toll roads and the customer.
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Consultations also suggested that there was a low likelihood of new competitors emerging in the toll
retailer market. Factors include:



The large and costly investments required;



The limited financial incentives where the assumed basis of roaming fees is ‘cost recovery’;



Limited charges to motorists; and



Potential limitations created by the MoU.

Stakeholders noted that there were limited global examples of toll retailers competing for motorists
say, through unique offers and/or, customised tolling products.
At a theoretical level, some stakeholders saw potential for competing toll retailers to innovate around
toll products for particular motorists or retail customer groups – for example, ‘green’ car share fleets;
fleet vehicles; logistics companies; hire car fleets and other ‘bulk’ consumers.

What ‘in market’ competition occurs, between toll retailers for
customer accounts under current arrangements?
Could competition between providers be in the long-term interest of
motorists and how might that impact regulatory models?
What are toll retailer efficient costs?
Our consultations saw unanimous agreement that roaming fees should be calculated to efficiently
recover costs – but there was little apparent consensus or clarity about what retailer costs should be
included in working up a calculation of ‘efficient cost’ overall.

What should be included in the calculation of an efficient cost for toll
retailers?
To what degree do economies of scale create benefits in the provision
of toll retail services?
What proportion of efficient costs should be recovered through roaming fees?
With ‘efficient costs’ resolved, the next material question is what proportion of these overall toll retailer
costs can be attributed as costs related to the provision of retail interoperability to be recovered
through roaming fees, relative to toll retail costs recovered through other revenue sources such as
related motorways or motorists.

How should ‘roaming fees’ be calculated or determined within overall
toll retailer costs?

Could roaming fees impact competition for new toll roads?
A range of stakeholders have identified unregulated roaming fees, among other factors, as having the
potential to lessen competition for future tolled road concessions in Sydney. Their concerns are
gathered around the price uncertainty and specifically the risk of a large vertically integrated toll
retailer using roaming fees to disadvantage competitors.
These stakeholders argue that roaming fees are an uncertain cost in pricing, bidding and operating a
tolled motorway – with concerns over the potential of roaming fees being used to increase the cost
base of potential competitors.
Some stakeholders also expressed a view that toll retailers have potentially valuable information
about user journeys across the network which could impact on competition for new toll roads. Other
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stakeholders suggested that the data accrued in tolling transactions is less valuable, as it only shows
access and egress from the motorway network – rather than complete journey from origin and
destination, or journey types.
If trip data is indeed valuable, the regulatory approach might also consider whether this data should
be appropriately available to potential bidders, for new concessions.

What price control mechanism should be used to regulate roaming
fees?
Besides roaming fees, what other issues relating to toll retailers might
impact the level of completion for future tolled roads in NSW?
Barriers to entry for new toll retailers
The MoU requires a unanimous vote of all motorway companies to allow admission of a new toll
retailer as an ‘associate member’ of the MoU, and thereby to be recognised and able to operate
across tolled roads. Stakeholders suggested that the MOU may be a barrier to entry but did also point
towards other barriers such as market saturation and costs to acquire new customers.

Are the barriers to entry for new toll retailers under the MoU a
problem?

Technology barriers
The MoU also requires unanimous agreement between motorway companies before new tolling
technologies can be adopted.
On first pass, this appears a logical restraint, noting that motorway companies are required to pay the
costs of the roadside systems that may be required to support new tolling technology.
Most stakeholders held the view that motorway companies are the most incentivised to ensure tolling
technologies are effective and fit for purpose, given the financial and operational risks of tolling failure
accrue to their profit and loss.

How should new tolling technologies be dealt with or contemplated in
any regulatory approach?

Are roaming fees appropriately transparent?
The bilateral nature of existing roaming fee agreements means there is little transparency of the level
of cost that is recovered, how or whether fees are escalated over time and how and why they vary,
over different agreements and different parties.

How transparent are roaming fees currently?
What value is there in higher levels of transparency – and how could
that be achieved?
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How should roaming fees be recovered?
Toll retail companies’ overall costs are a combination of information communications technology (ICT)
system and human resourcing (HR) operational costs. This means that toll retailers face a mixture of
largely fixed costs and variable trip based costs, which they recover through a per-trip transfer price or
roaming fee.

Do existing pricing structures for roaming fees best meet the
regulatory framework objectives for this inquiry?
If not, what other pricing structure may be an appropriate alternative?
Risk management mechanisms
Many price control mechanisms have supporting ‘risk management’ mechanisms, which allow a pass
through of unexpected costs that are not controlled by the regulated entity. For arguments sake, one
example could be if motorway companies decided to change tolling technologies on the network to a
purely ‘on vehicle’ tolling mechanism with a higher cost for toll retailers to provide and install on
vehicles.

What risk management mechanisms may be appropriate to promote
the regulatory framework objectives?

Does regulation need to specify service levels provided to motorway companies?
In considering ways to regulate the price of roaming fees, it is also appropriate to consider whether
the regulatory regime needs to consider or define the service levels to be provided, in return for the
roaming fee.
Presently, service levels between motorway companies and toll retailers appear to be dealt with via
the bilateral contracts which give practical effect to the MoU.

Does a price control mechanism need to consider or define service
levels – or require the release of any particular information over time?
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Next steps for the inquiry

How to make a submission to this inquiry
Box 2: How to make a submission to this inquiry
Submissions can be made to roamingfeesreview@transport.nsw.gov.au by 11 October 2019.
Further details can be found at https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au.

Next steps
We will consider stakeholders’ submissions to this inquiry, undertake further analysis of the matters
we are required to consider, as well as analyse key data and information provided by stakeholders.
The inquiry will also require a public hearing, which will invite formal comments from interested parties
to inform the inquiry.
All stakeholders will have a further opportunity to provide comment on our draft report before making
our final recommendations and providing a final report to the Minister by the end of 2019.
Figure 5: Overview of next steps
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A Minister’s terms of reference for the inquiry
lnteroperability of electronic tolling – the ability to use any tag (or other product) on any motorway in
NSW - is achieved by a contractual scheme which tag retailers and toll road owners opt into. Roads and
Maritime Services require the toll road owners to participate in these arrangements to ensure full
interoperability (this has been a requirement of all motorway concession deeds since 2001).
With Roam’s consolidation with Linkt in 2019, there are currently three toll retailers that now operate
across the Sydney motorway network – the Roads and Maritime owned E-Toll business, Linkt and EWay.
Roaming fees are fees charged to toll road owners by tag retailers who facilitate the collection of tolls
via tags or other products. The tag retailers collect the tolls and remit them to the relevant road owner
on behalf of their customers. They deduct a service fee (‘roaming fee’) for doing so.
In the past these fees have been commercially negotiated between toll road owners and tag retailers.
To provide certainty to market participants, including toll road owners, a Regulation has been made
which gives the Minister for Transport & Roads the power to set by order the maximum fee that a toll
services provider may charge a toll road owner in connection with the provision of toll services.
The order may: (a) specify the maximum fee or the manner in which the maximum fee is to be
calculated, and (b) fix different maximum fees for different classes of tollways, bridges, tunnels or roadferries or for different classes of toll services providers.
To ensure that maximum roaming fees are set at an appropriate level, the Minister has approved a
public inquiry to be chaired by an eminent expert. This inquiry will consult widely with stakeholders,
conduct detailed financial analysis and provide recommendations to the Minister.
The inquiry should consider and make recommendations to the Minister covering the following areas:
1. Appropriate approach to setting maximum roaming fees including fee levels. Recommendations
should also be provided on how these should be indexed or reviewed in the future.
2. Efficient costs of providing tolling services – this will based on the costs of the current NSW toll
services providers as well as benchmark analysis.
3. Current roaming fees – both those currently being charged in NSW but also those in other
jurisdictions where relevant.
4. Benchmark fees from other jurisdictions and other industries – where available and relevant national
and international tolling benchmarks should be considered but other industries such as energy or
banking will provide insights into cost and price structures.
5. Broader market and policy considerations such as impact on toll road operators and end use
customers.
6. Any other matters considered relevant.
The inquiry will report to the Minister in the second half of 2019. Formal public consultation will include a
discussion paper, and a draft report and recommendations. The inquiry will also hold at least one public
hearing, as well as conduct face to face meetings with key stakeholders.
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B Summary of initial market testing consultation
A series of initial market testing consultations were undertaken in April 2019 with key stakeholders from
the toll road market. Organisations participating in the consultation included:



Plenary Group



Roads and Maritime Services



Cintra



John Holland



IFM Investors



NorthWestern Roads Group



QIC



Transport for New South Wales



Macquarie Capital



ConnectEast



Transurban

Key areas discussed
Inquiry principles and regulatory objectives


Area of consensus







Areas of divergence





Areas raised by
some stakeholders

Stakeholders agreed that the draft inquiry principles and
draft regulatory objectives were appropriate for the
inquiry.
Transparent and predictable roaming fees were the
highest priority and a consensus outcome, across
stakeholders.
The actual impact of roaming fees on competition.
Whether current roaming fees reflect efficient costs.
The actual level of roaming fees, across the network and
interstate.
Whether roaming fees should be calculated to include a
commercial return; or whether on a simple cost recovery
basis.
Whether toll retailer service levels should be considered
in any price control mechanism.

N/A

Tolling responsibilities


Area of consensus



Areas of divergence

N/A

Areas raised by
some stakeholders

N/A

Toll roads are responsible for 'on road' infrastructure and
trip processing;
Toll retailers are responsible for managing the
transaction between a motorist and a motorway
company.
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Toll service provider market


Area of consensus



Areas of divergence

N/A

Areas raised by
some stakeholders

N/A

Stakeholders agreed that the estimated market share of
toll retailers (see Figure 4) is correct.
Stakeholders agreed with the ‘vertical alignment’
represented between each toll retailer and motorway
companies in Figure 4 is correct.

Challenges and opportunities in Sydney’s motorway network
Area of consensus
Areas of divergence
Areas raised by
some stakeholders



Technology will continue to drive efficiencies in toll
collection.



The degree to which the structure of existing toll retailers
and wider considerations on Sydney’s motorway network
will impact competition for future tolled roads.



Whether new technologies or new toll retailers are likely
to emerge efficiently, under current regulatory
arrangements.



Positive and seamless motorist experience underpins
the ‘social license’ of the toll road sector generally.
Toll retailers rarely charge motorists direct account
management fees, other than for ‘premium’ toll products
like GPS tolling and ‘toll pass’ products.

Competition for motorists

Area of consensus





Areas of divergence



Areas raised by
some stakeholders

N/A

The desirability and benefit of ‘in market’ competition
between toll retailers.
Whether in market competition could practically provide
benefits or signal for innovation in costs for motorway
companies; or costs and products for motorists.

Competition for future concessions
Area of consensus



Roaming fees lack transparency and desirable
predictability for investors.



Whether vertical integration between motorway
companies and toll retailers creates an inherent data
advantage to incumbents.
The degree to which roaming fees have, or could, impact
competition for tolled roads in NSW.

Areas of divergence
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Areas raised by
some stakeholders

N/A

Understanding of toll retailers


Area of consensus





Areas of divergence





Areas raised by
some stakeholders



Calculating an enterprise value for toll retailers is a
challenge.
Motorway companies are likely to place a value on direct
customer relationships.
Toll retailers should charge fees to recover costs.
Whether the costs incurred and prices charged by toll
retailers are efficient.
Whether there are appropriate incentives for cost and
other improvements over time.
The basis and principles to calculate the efficient cost of
toll retailers generally, and roaming fees specifically.
Incumbent toll retailers have economies of scale given
large fixed costs (IT systems) and relatively low marginal
costs.
The high market penetration by existing toll retailers is a
practical constraint on competition.

Form of price control


Area of consensus

Areas of divergence



N/A


Areas raised by
stakeholders

An appropriate price control mechanism for roaming fees
would be good practice.
The price control mechanism should be effective, but not
onerous or costly.




Whether roaming fees should be escalated for inflation
and reviewed periodically against efficient costs or
benchmarks.
Whether regulatory approaches for roaming fees in other
jurisdictions have been effective.
Whether a form of price control mechanism was needed
alongside any regulatory framework for setting roaming
fees.
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C Details of toll concessions and ownership
Table 2: Details of current toll roads in Sydney

Motorway

Current concession
agreement

Ownership

Sydney Harbour Bridge

n/a

NSW Government – 100%

Sydney Harbour Tunnel

2023

Kumagi Gumi – 50%
Transfield – 25%
Tenix – 25%

M5 South-West
Motorway

10 December 2026

Transurban Holdings – 50%
Hastings Fund Management – 19.23%
Industry Fund Management – 15.4%
AMP Infrastructure Equity Fund – 8.24%
RES Super – 4.4%
Sunsuper – 2.75%

Hills M2 Motorway

30 June 2048 (earlier, if
returns are achieved)

Transurban Holdings – 100%

Eastern Distributor

23 July 2048

Transurban Holdings – 75.1%
Industry Fund Management – 14.4%
Unisuper – 10.5%

Cross City Tunnel

18 December 2035

Transurban Holdings – 100%

Westlink M7 Motorway

30 June 2048

Transurban Holdings – 50%
QSuper & QTC – 25%
Intoll – 25%

Lane Cove Tunnel

30 June 2048

Transurban Holdings – 100%

WestConnex

31 December 2060

NSW Government – 49%
Transurban – 25.5%
AusSuper – 10.5%
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board –
10.5%
Tawreed Investments – 4.5%
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Table 3: Details of future toll roads in Sydney

Motorway

Expected opening

Ownership

NorthConnex

2020

Transurban Holdings – 50%
QSuper & QTC – 25%
Intoll – 25%

F6 Stage One

2024

NSW Government owned

Western Harbour Tunnel

To be determined

Ownership to be decided

Beaches Link

To be determined

Ownership to be decided

Additional sections of
WestConnex

M4 East

M4-M5 Link

New M5

To be determined

Ownership to be decided
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D Overview of potential price control mechanisms
Table 4 provides a high-level overview and examples of typical price control mechanisms, ranging from
light-handed through to more prescriptive models.
Initial consultations with stakeholders outlined in Appendix C show broad agreement that a price control
mechanism for roaming fees should be effective, but not unduly onerous or costly for any parties.
The inquiry is interested in understanding stakeholder views on how the price control mechanisms
outlined below – or any others that may achieve the regulatory objectives.
Table 4: Overview of price control mechanisms

Control

Description

Example

Price monitoring

Prices (and potentially costs
and revenues) and monitored
to evaluate performance of the
industry. Often prices and
terms of service are published.

Regulation of Australian airports.4

Negotiate/arbitrate
framework

Parties can seek to have prices
determined, if they cannot
reach agreement.

This is the premise of Part IIIA of the
Competition and Consumer Act YEAR
and many rail access regimes.
In 2017 some Australian gas pipelines
used the negotiate-arbitrate model.6 This
is also similar to the approach applied to
regulating roaming fees in Victoria7

Yardstick regulation
or pegged pricing

Price is based on observed
prices of other companies or
other market e.g. roaming fees
in other jurisdictions.

Uncommon. Used in the regulation of
some utilities in the UK.

Price cap

Maximum prices are fixed for a
defined period of time based on
forecasts of costs of providing
services (though it may change
with an inflation index over
time).

Used in regulated transport sectors in
Australia such as freight rail. Also used
in many utility sectors in Australia, it is
the most common form of price control.
Another example is private health
insurance premiums in Australia.8

Revenue cap

Maximum revenue is fixed for a
period with prices adjusted to
ensure recovery of revenue.

Used in the electricity market in Australia
with respect to regulating transmission
prices.

NSW regulation of retail electricity
market.5

4 Another further of setting benchmarking prices is IPART’s solar feed-in-tariff framework. See https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Energy/Reviews/Electricity/Solar-feed-in-tariffs-201920
5 Following deregulation of the NSW retail electricity market in 2014, the NSW Government tasked IPART with monitoring the performance and
competitiveness of the retail electricity market for residential and small business customers in NSW. When the NSW Government deregulated retail gas
prices from 1 July 2017, the Government expanded IPART’s role to include monitoring the performance and competitiveness of the gas market. IPART’s role
is set out in the National Energy Retail Law (NSW) (the Act).
6 See - https://www.aemc.gov.au/regulation/energy-rules/national-gas-rules/regulatory-classification-gas-pipelines
7 The Melbourne City Link Act (Vic) 1995 refers to roaming fee in Sect 93. It specifies that fees must not exceed the “net incremental marginal cost”. No
method is provided for calculating this instead the Act leaves open the option of this being determined upon application to the Secretary to the Department of
Transport (s93AC).
8 See - http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/privatehealth-summary-premiumincreases
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